


As of 2010, Paul Kalkbrenner has tallied up more than 15 years of experience as a producer and live act, 
all the while learning what it means to go purposefully from one step to the next. When the Berlin Wall fell, 
he was 12. The soundtrack of his youth, and of the majority of his generation, was still in its infancy, 
awaiting its breakthrough: techno music.

His first tracks were released in 1999 on Berlin-based Bpitch Control. A series of singles and three 
full-lengths (Superimpose, Time and Self) followed, plus continuous live performances that threatened to 
shatter the grid of his calendar.   

InIn early 2006, German director Hannes Stöhr, decided to get in contact with Kalkbrenner to produce a 
film about a musician in Techno City during the new millennium, and Paul would compose the 
soundtrack. Hannes came up with the idea that Paul should not just contribute the music, but that he 
would be the perfect choice as the film�s star. Without hesitation, Paul accepted the offer. They decided 
to title the film Berlin Calling. 

Berlin Calling and Paul's debut acting performance received positive reviews, and the film, thanks to its 
authentic depiction of the Berlin club scene and drug culture, became a cult classic.

TheThe soundtrack and especially the single "Sky and Sand" broke many sales records. That track in 
particular went gold in Belgium where it remained in the charts' Top Ten for weeks. The 2009 DVD release 
of the film brought Paul to a new, much larger audience around the world. By the end of the year, Paul 
separated with BPitch Control after a decade-long relationship to take the next steps of his career alone. 
In early 2010 Paul completed a twelve-city live concert tour throughout Europe (with over 50,000 tickets 
sold within just a few weeks), followed by many headlining appearances at summer festivals.
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